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MODEL THEORY OF FIELDS WITH VIRTUALLY FREE GROUP
ACTIONS
O¨ZLEM BEYARSLAN: AND PIOTR KOWALSKI♠
Abstract. For a group G, we define the notion of a G-kernel and show that
the properties of G-kernels are closely related with the existence of a model
companion of the theory of Galois actions of G. Using Bass-Serre theory, we
show that this model companion exists for virtually free groups generalizing
the existing results about free groups and finite groups. We show that the new
theories we obtain are not simple and not even NTP2.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we present a geometric axiomatization for the model companion
of the theory of fields with actions of a fixed group G, where G is of some specific
type. Note that such an axiomatization is impossible in the case of G “ Z ˆ Z,
see [18]. On the positive side, such an axiomatization is well-known in the case of
G “ Z (the theory ACFA, see [4]), more generally in the case of G “ Fn (the theory
ACFAn, see [15], [19], [32, Theorem 16] and [26, Proposition 4.12]) and finally for
G “ Q (the theory QACFA, see [23]). It is also known to exist in the case of a
finite group G, giving the theory G´ TCF, see [32] and [13].
The aim of this paper is to put the results about free groups and about the
finite groups in a natural common context. We consider the case of a finitely
generated group G having a free subgroup of finite index, i.e. a virtually free group
G. The class of virtually free finitely generated groups contains many interesting
examples including the infinite dihedral group D8 (the group which inspired our
investigations) and, more generally, the groups of the form G ˚H , where G and H
are finite.
To find our axioms, we analyze some kind of “geometric prolongation process”
which allows to extend partial endomorphisms of fields to automorphisms of some
bigger fields. This process is (slightly) visible e.g. in the proof of Theorem (1.1)
from [4], where one finds the following sentence:
“By definition of σpUq, σ extends to an isomorphism from Kpaq onto Kpbq which
sends a to b; this σ in turn extends to an automorphism of L.”
Our prolongation process may be seen as a constructive explanation of the part:
“this σ in turn extends to an automorphism of L” (the afore-mentioned isomorphism
between Kpaq and Kpbq is called “this σ” above). We describe geometric conditions
which allow our inductive extension process. Finding these conditions is rather easy
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in the case of ACFA (and also in the case of ACFAn), but becomes more involved
in the case where the acting group is not free.
We formalize the above process by introducing the notions of a transformal kernel
and its prolongation. These notions were inspired by their differential counterparts
from [22] (and they were actually modeled on the difference case from [7]). The
transformal kernel above is actually the ring embedding Kpaq Ñ Kpa, bq, which
maps a to b and extends σ on K. The automorphisms of L mentioned above is a
prolongation of this transformal kernel. We formulate a general scheme of axioms
which (in the case when a G-prolongation process exists) gives geometric axioms of
the theory G´ TCF, the model companion of the theory of fields with actions of
G by automorphisms (Theorem 2.25).
In the case of a finitely generated virtually free group G, the Bass-Serre theory
(see [8]) gives a convenient description of the group G. Namely, G can be obtained
from finite groups by the amalgamated free product construction (over a certain
finite tree), followed by a finite sequence of HNN-extensions. For groups obtained in
such a way, we show that a G-prolongation process exists, thus the theory G´ TCF
exists as well (Theorem 3.26).
We list below the main results of this paper.
‚ We provide a general framework of axiom schemes for the theories of uni-
versal domains of G-fields (Theorem 2.25).
‚ Using the framework above, we show that for a finitely generated virtually
free group G, the theory G´ TCF exists (Theorem 3.26).
The theory ACFA (called Z´TCF in our terminology) turned out to be very
useful for applications outside model theory, notably in diophantine geometry (see
e.g. [15] and [30]) and in algebraic dynamics (see e.g. [5], [6] and [24]). It is
also very important for applications to show that a particular difference field, an
algebraically closed field with “non-standard Frobenius”, is a model of ACFA (see
[14]). The theory ACFA is simple, which was crucial for the above applications,
since simple theories enjoy a nice theory of geometric interactions between definable
sets. Although our new theories are not simple (Theorem 4.7), there is evidence that
these theories are NSOP1. The class of NSOP1 theories has been recently analyzed
in [17] and it is shown there that these theories provide a natural generalization
of simple theories and that they have many properties of simple theories, which
were important for applications in the case of ACFA. Hence, knowing that our new
theories are NSOP1 may result in similar applications. It is possible that finding
natural models of the theories G´ TCF may yield applications as well, and such
models were already found in the case of finite groups (see [13, Cor. 3.31]).
Virtually free groups have a surprising number of characterizations coming from
different branches of mathematics, see e.g. Introduction in [1]. We list some of
them below:
‚ fundamental groups of finite graphs of finite groups;
‚ groups that are recognized by pushdown automata;
‚ groups whose Cayley graphs have finite tree width.
It would be very interesting (and rather unexpected) to have one more character-
ization coming from model theory, and we conjecture (Conjecture 5.9) that this is
the case.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notion of a
transformal kernel and show how the properties of such kernels are related to the
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existence of a model companion of the theory of transformal fields. In Section 3,
using the Bass-Serre theory, we show that G´ TCF exists for a finitely generated,
virtually free group G. In Section 4, we discuss the model-theoretic properties of
the theories G´ TCF we have obtained. In Section 5, we give a new example of a
group G for which the theory G´ TCF does not exist and formulate a conjecture
about the existence of the theory G´ TCF for an arbitrary group G.
2. Transformal kernels and model companions
In this section, we introduce the notion of a transformal kernel (modeled on the
notion of a differential kernel from [22]), and show a close relation between the
properties of transformal kernels and the existence of model companion. Similar
relations exist in the characteristic 0 differential case (see [29]), the positive char-
acteristic differential case (see [20]) and the Hasse-Schmidt differential case (see
[21]).
2.1. Functor. Assume that pK,σq is a difference field and V,W are varieties over
K. By a variety, we always mean a K-irreducibleK-reduced algebraic subvariety of
AnK for some n ą 0. Hence, a variety is basically the same as a prime ideal in the ring
KrX1, . . . , Xns for some n ą 0. When we extend the map σ to an automorphism
of the ring KrX1, . . . , Xns (mapping each Xi to Xi), then it also acts on the prime
spectrum of KrX1, . . . , Xns, so we get the varieties
σV,σW . For each K-morphism
ϕ : V Ñ W , we get a corresponding K-morphism σϕ : σV Ñ σW . It is easy to
check that we have obtained an endo-functor on the category of K-varieties. We
also get the following ring isomorphism (but not a K-algebra homomorphism!)
σV : KrV s Ñ Kr
σV s
extending σ on K.
Remark 2.1. We use the notation σV rather than the (possibly more popular)
notation V σ, since we want to emphasize that σ always acts on the left (as the
functions usually do). It will become important later, when we are going to consider
at the same time several automorphisms of K.
We also have a map (denoted by the same symbol)
σV : V pKq Ñ
σV pKq
which can be understood in this (rather naive) context, as applying σ coordinate-
wise. This map is not a morphism (it would be a morphism in the category of
difference varieties, but we are not going into this direction here). However, it is
still a natural map, in the sense that for any morphism ϕ : V Ñ W , the following
diagram is commutative
V pKq
ϕK //
σV

W pKq
σW

σV pKq
pσϕqK // σW pKq.
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Lemma 2.2. On the level of coordinate rings, we have the following commutative
diagram:
KrV s
σV

KrW s
ϕ˚
oo
σW

KrσV s KrσW s.
pσϕq˚
oo
The commutative diagram in the above lemma will be the source of commuta-
tivity of many diagrams which will be used later.
We will need one more easy result about the map σV .
Lemma 2.3. Suppose K Ă Ω is a field extension, and a P V pΩq, b P σV pΩq be
generic points over K. Then after the natural K-algebra identifications:
Kras – KrV s, Krbs – KrσV s,
we have σV paq “ b.
Proof. If we represent KrV s as KrX¯s{IpV q, then IpσV q “ IpV qσ and the map σV
is induced by σ on K and
σV pXi ` IpV qq “ Xi ` Ip
σV q.
Hence, we get σV paq “ b after the natural K-algebra identifications. 
2.2. Transformal kernels. Let us fix a difference field pK,σq. We introduce now
the main definition of this section.
Definition 2.4. (1) A transformal kernel or a Z-kernel (with respect to the
difference field pK,σq) is a tower of fields K Ď L Ď L1 together with a field
homomorphism σ1 : LÑ L1 such that σ1|K “ σ and L
1 “ Lσ1pLq.
(2) We denote the transformal kernel as in item p1q by pL,L1, σ1q.
(3) A transformal kernel pL1, L2, σ2q is a prolongation of a transformal kernel
pL,L1, σ1q, if σ2|L “ σ
1.
Remark 2.5. Clearly, a difference field extension pK,σq Ď pL, σ1q gives the trans-
formal kernel pL,L, σ1q which is “the best one”, and it is its own prolongation.
We will now investigate a close relation between transformal kernels and the
theory ACFA. We note first a rather obvious result and hint on its well-known
(non-constructive, though) proof. Actually, a constructive version of its proof,
which we will provide later, will make clear the connection between prolongations
of transformal kernels and the theory ACFA.
Proposition 2.6. Each transformal kernel pL,L1, σ1q has a prolongation which is
a difference field.
Proof. The argument is standard, one uses transcendence bases and the correspond-
ing basic fact about actions of Z on (pure) sets. 
We recall that all the varieties considered in this section are K-irreducible affine
algebraic varieties over K.
Definition 2.7. We call a pair of varieties pV,W q a Z-pair, if W Ď V ˆ σV and
both the projections
W Ñ V, W Ñ σV
are dominant.
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Lemma 2.8. Any Z-pair pV,W q gives a Z-kernel of the form pKpV q,KpW q, σ1q.
Moreover, there is a K-generic point a P V pKpV qq such that pa, σ1paqq is a K-
generic point of W (hence σ1paq is a K-generic point of σV ).
Proof. The dominant projection maps W Ñ V,W Ñ σV induce the following K-
algebra homomorphisms:
piWV : KpV q Ñ KpW q, pi
W
σV : Kp
σV q Ñ KpW q.
Using the map piWV , we identify KpV q with a K-subalgebra of KpW q, and we define:
σ1 :“ piWσV ˝ σV ,
where σV is now considered as a map from KpV q to Kp
σV q.
For the moreover part, let as assume that V Ď An and define:
a :“ pX1 ` IpW q, . . . , Xn ` IpW qq , a
1 :“ pXn`1 ` IpW q, . . . , X2n ` IpW qq .
Then pa, a1q P W pKpW qq is a K-generic point of W , hence (since both the projec-
tions are dominant) a P V pKpW qq is a K-generic point of V , and a1 P V pKpW qq is
a K-generic point of σV . Therefore, we can apply Lemma 2.3 and see that after the
natural identifications Kras – KrV s,Kra1s – KrσV s, we get that a1 “ σ1paq. 
The result below gives a natural notion of a prolongation of a Z-pair. We will
mostly use in the sequel the equivalence between the items p1q and p3q.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose that pV,W q and pW,W 1q are Z-pairs. Then the following
are equivalent.
(1) The Z-kernel pKpW q,KpW 1q, σ2q coming from the Z-pair pW,W 1q (as in
Lemma 2.8) is a prolongation of the Z-kernel pKpV q,KpW q, σ1q coming
from the Z-pair pV,W q (as in Lemma 2.8).
(2) The following diagram is commutative (notation from the proof of Lemma
2.8):
W 1
piW
1
W //
piW
1
σW

W
piWσV

σW
pi
σW
σV // σV.
(3) W 1 ĎW ˆσV
σW .
Proof. Note that the item p1q is equivalent to fact that the following equality be-
tween maps from KpV q to KpW 1q holds:
piW
1
W ˝ pi
W
σV ˝ σV “ pi
W 1
σW ˝ σW ˝ pi
W
V .
For the proof of the equivalence between p1q and p2q, it is enough to consider the
following (big) diagram of K-algebra monomorphisms:
KpV q
σV //
piWV

KpσV q
pi
σW
σV

piWσV // KpW q
piW
1
W

KpW q
σW // KpσW q
piW
1
σW // KpW 1q,
and notice that the left-hand side (small) diagram commutes by Lemma 2.2.
The equivalence between p2q and p3q is immediate. 
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We will start now from a Z-kernel and obtain a Z-pair. First, we need an easy
result about loci which we leave without proof.
Lemma 2.10. Suppose pL,L1, σ1q is a Z-kernel, a P Ln and V “ locusKpaq. Then
we have:
σV “ locusKpσ
1paqq.
We show below a converse of Lemma 2.8.
Lemma 2.11. Any finitely generated Z-kernel comes from a Z-pair in the way
described in Lemma 2.8.
Proof. Let pL,L1, σ1q be a Z-kernel. Take a finite tuple a in L such that L “ Kpaq.
We define
b :“ pa, σ1paqq, V :“ locusKpaq, W :“ locusKpbq.
By Lemma 2.10, we have σV “ locusKpσ
1paqq. Since L1 “ Kpbq, pV,W q is a Z-pair
which produces (using Lemma 2.8) the original Z-kernel pL,L1, σ1q. 
We note below a very general result which will be used for the category of
varieties, where epimorphisms coincide with dominant maps.
Fact 2.12. Let C be a category with fiber products and B1 Ñ A, . . . , Bn Ñ A
be epimorphisms in C. Then for all i P t1, . . . , nu, the corresponding projection
morphism
B1 ˆA B2 ˆA . . .ˆA Bn Ñ Bi
is an epimorphism as well.
We show now a (preparatory) constructive version of Proposition 2.6.
Lemma 2.13 (Z-prolongation lemma). Let pV,W q be a Z-pair and define
W 1 :“W ˆσV
σW.
Then pW,W 1q is a Z-pair and the corresponding Z-kernel pKpW q,KpW 1q, σ2q is a
prolongation of the corresponding Z-kernel pKpV q,KpW q, σ1q.
Proof. We need to check first that pW,W 1q is a Z-pair. Since the morphismW Ñ V
is dominant, the morphism σW Ñ σV is dominant as well, so pW,W 1q is a Z-pair
by Fact 2.12.
The prolongation statement concerning the corresponding Z-kernels follows from
Lemma 2.9. 
Remark 2.14. For subsequent generalizations to the case of an arbitrary finitely
generated marked group pG, ρq, let us introduce the following notation:
ρ “ p1, σq, ρρ “
„
1 σ
σ σ2

.
We prefer to represent the sequence p1, σ, σ, σ2q in the matrix form, since this form
makes the internal symmetries of the sequence ρρ easier to visualize, which will
become important when we will consider several automorphisms.
Let pV,W q be a Z-pair, in particular W Ď V ˆ σV . We define:
ρV :“ V ˆ σV, ρρV :“ V ˆ σV ˆ σV ˆ σ
2
V.
We also denote:
ρ¨ρV :“ ρρV X∆32,
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i.e. we identify in ρ¨ρV the second coordinate with the third coordinate (the only
pair of coordinates in ρρV which can be identified). Note that then we have the
following:
ρW X ρ¨ρV “ pW ˆ σW q X∆32 “W ˆσV
σW.
This observation will allow us to extend the Z-prolongation process from Lemma
2.13 to the case of other groups (in place of Z). To summarize, for a Z-pair pV,W q,
we define
W 1 :“ ρW X ρ¨ρV,
and Lemma 2.13 tells us that pW,W 1q is a Z-pair again.
The actual constructive version of Proposition 2.6 is stated below.
Proposition 2.15. Suppose that pV,W q is a Z-pair. Then the Z-kernel coming
from pV,W q has a prolongation which is a difference field extension.
Proof. By Lemma 2.13, there is a sequence of K-varieties
V0 “ V, V1 “W, V2 “W
1, V3, . . .
such that
KpV q Ď KpV1q Ď KpV2q Ď KpV3q Ď . . .
and there are ring homomorphisms
σm : KpVmq Ñ KpVm`1q
such that we have
σ0 “ pi
W
σV ˝ σV , σm Ď σm`1.
If we take L :“
Ť
mKpVmq and σ
1 :“
Ť
m σm, then pL, σ
1q is a difference field
extension of pK,σq, which is also a prolongation of the Z-kernel coming from the
Z-pair pV,W q. 
2.3. Transformal kernels and axioms of ACFA. We phrase now the well-
known geometric axioms of the theory ACFA in terms of Z-pairs. This reformula-
tion is obvious, however, it has the flexibility needed for our intended generalizations
to the case of actions of more general groups.
Axioms for ACFA
The structure pK,σq is a difference field such that for each Z-pair pV,W q, there is
x P V pKq such that px, σpxqq PW pKq.
Remark 2.16. Usually these axioms include an extra assumption that K is alge-
braically closed. This extra assumption is not necessary to state axioms for ACFA,
and the existentially closed models for actions of most of the groups are not alge-
braically closed. More precisely, using Theorem 4.1(2), one can conclude that an
existentially closed G-field is algebraically closed if and only if the profinite com-
pletion of G is a projective profinite group. We show below that the above axioms
are first-order, even in the case where the ground field is not algebraically closed.
(1) Using [13, Lemma 3.1] (the proof generalizes to the case of an arbitrary
group G in a straightforward way), we may assume that the basic field is
perfect. Hence our varieties are also geometrically reduced, by e.g. [33,
Tag 030V].
(2) The notion of K-irreducibility (over an arbitrary field K) is first-order de-
finable using the general bounds from [35]. It is explained in detail e.g. in
[13, Remark 2.7].
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(3) We need to be more careful when proving that the notion of a dominant
morphism W Ñ V is first-order definable. We will do it in several steps
below.
(a) As usual, the right definition of “dominant” is the schematic one, i.e.
the corresponding map KrV s Ñ KrW s should be one-to-one (which is
exactly what we need to extend ring homomorphisms to fields).
(b) Since tensoring over K is an exact functor, the map KrV s Ñ KrW s is
one-to-one if and only if the map
KrV s bK K
alg Ñ KrW s bK K
alg
is one-to-one.
(c) For any algebraic variety T over K, we denote
T 1 :“ T ˆSpecpKq SpecpK
algq
(change of basis from K to Kalg). Then we have:
KalgrT 1s –Kalg KrT s bK K
alg.
Hence we need to express in a definable fashion that the morphism
W 1 Ñ V 1 is dominant.
(d) Since V is K-irreducible, the absolute Galois group of K acts tran-
sitively on the set of irreducible components of V 1, hence V 1 is equi-
dimensional. Similarly, W 1 is equi-dimensional.
(e) Since V 1 and W 1 are equi-dimensional, any morphisms f :W 1 Ñ V 1 is
dominant if and only if
dim
`
V 1zfpW 1q
˘
ă dimpV 1q.
The last condition is quantifier-free definable over K.
(f) Since we get a definable over K condition which is quantifier-free, the
dominance condition holds in Kalg if and only if it holds in K, which
finishes the argument.
We briefly recall, and phrase in our terminology, a proof of the following result
(see [4]) saying that the axioms above do axiomatize the class of existentially closed
difference fields. In next sections, we will use a similar, but technically more com-
plicated, procedure to axiomatize theories of difference fields for actions of other
groups.
Theorem 2.17. A difference field pK,σq is existentially closed if and only if, it is
a model of the theory ACFA.
Proof. pñq Since pK,σq is existentially closed, it is enough to find a difference field
extension pK,σq Ď pL, σ1q and a P V pLq such that pa, σ1paqq P W pLq. By Lemma
2.8, there is a Z-kernel corresponding to the Z-pair pV,W q. By Proposition 2.15,
the Z-kernel corresponding to the Z-pair pV,W q has a prolongation pL, σ1q which
is a difference field extension, and there is a P V pLq such that pa, σ1paqq PW pLq.
pðq Suppose now that pK,σq |ù ACFA. Let ϕpxq be a quantifier-free formula over
K in the language of difference fields. As usual, we can assume that:
ϕpxq : F1px, σpxqq “ 0^ . . .^ Fmpx, σpxqq “ 0 ^ Hpx, σpxqq ‰ 0,
where F1, . . . , Fm, H P KrX,X
1s for some m P N (the length of X and X 1 is the
same as the length of the variable x). After replacing x with px, yq and H with
HY ´ 1, we can also assume that ϕpxq is of the form
Ź
Fipx, σpxqq “ 0.
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Assume that there is a difference field extension pK,σq Ď pL, σ1q such that
pL, σ1q |ù Dx ϕpxq.
Let a be a tuple in L satisfying ϕpxq. Then`
Kpaq,Kpa, σ1paqq, σ1|Kpaq
˘
is a finitely generated Z-kernel. By Lemma 2.11, there is a Z-tuple pV,W q cor-
responding to this Z-kernel. Since pK,σq |ù ACFA, there is x P V pKq such that
px, σpxqq PW pKq which exactly means that pK,σq |ù Dx ϕpxq. 
Remark 2.18. It is clear that the main ingredients in the above proof were Propo-
sition 2.15 and Lemma 2.11. It is also clear that the crucial Proposition 2.15 solely
depends on the Z-prolongation Lemma, which is Lemma 2.13.
In Section 2.4, we will describe the right conditions which are necessary to carry
on the prolongation process in a general case (i.e. for a group which is not neces-
sarily free), and we will show that a generalization of Theorem 2.17 holds, if these
conditions are satisfied (Theorem 2.25).
We quickly see below that all the arguments of this section immediately gen-
eralize to the case of several automorphisms to give the (also well-known) theory
ACFAn. We fix now a difference field pK,σ1, . . . , σnq, which we sometimes call an
Fn-field.
(1) Definition 2.4 has an obvious generalization here to give a notion of an Fn-
kernel (we demand now that L1 “ Lσ11pLq . . . σ
1
npLq) and the corresponding
prolongation.
(2) We call a pair of varieties pV,W q an Fn-pair, if W Ď V ˆ
σ1V ˆ . . .ˆ σnV
and all the projections
W Ñ V, W Ñ σ1V, . . . , W Ñ σnV
are dominant.
(3) Lemma 2.8 has an obvious generalization to this case.
(4) It is also easy to generalize the Lemma 2.9 to the case of several automor-
phisms. Using the (multi-)diagonal notation from Remark 2.14, the right
generalization of condition p3q from Lemma 2.9 is
W 1 Ď ∆n`22 X∆
2n`3
3 X . . .X∆
n2
n X∆
n2`n`1
n`1 ,
or, following the notation from Remark 2.14, in a more compact form as
(for ρ :“ p1, σ1, . . . , σnq):
W 1 Ď ρW X ρ¨ρV.
(5) Using Fact 2.12, it is easy now to generalize the Z-prolongation Lemma
(Lemma 2.13) to the case of the Fn-prolongation Lemma, where we define
W 1 as
W 1 :“ ρW X ρ¨ρV.
(6) Lemma 2.11 and Proposition 2.15 also generalize to the case of several
automorphisms in an obvious way.
Using all the observations above, we can conclude as in the ACFA-case.
Axioms for ACFAn
The structure pK,σ1, . . . , σnq is a difference field such that for each Fn-pair pV,W q,
there is x P V pKq such that px, σ1pxq, . . . , σnpxqq PW pKq.
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Theorem 2.19. A difference field pK,σ1, . . . , σnq is existentially closed if and only
if, it is a model of the theory ACFAn.
2.4. Word Problem Diagonals. If we want to axiomatize the theory G´ TCF
in the case when the group G is not free, we need to find a way to encode in a
first-order way the Word Problem for a marked group pG, ρq, i.e. a group with a
chosen sequence of generators. In this section, we expand Lemma 2.9 to the case
of relations between words (like commutativity), which may be satisfied by partial
automorphisms.
Assume that pG, ρq is a marked group. Our sequence of generators is finite
ρ “ pρ1, . . . , ρmq and we always assume that ρ1 “ 1. A G-field is a field K
together with an action of G by automorphisms. We denote the corresponding field
automorphisms of K by the same symbols ρ1, . . . , ρm and we consider a G-field as
a first order structure in the following way: pK;`, ¨, ρ1, . . . , ρmq.
We also assume that the marked group pG, ρq is finitely presented in a rather
simple way, that is we make the following.
Assumption 2.20. We assume that for
P :“
 
pi, j, k, lq P t1, . . . ,mu4 | ρiρj “ ρkρl (in G)
(
,
G has a presentation of the following form:
G “ xρ | ρiρj “ ρkρl for pi, j, k, lq P P y .
Thus, the set P encodes the Word Problem for G.
We can define now the notion of a G-kernel, which can be understood as a
“two-step version” of the notion of a Z-kernel.
Definition 2.21. (1) A G-kernel (with respect to the G-field pK, ρq) is a tower
of fields K Ď L Ď L1 Ď L2 together with field homomorphisms
ρ1i : LÑ L
1, ρ2i : L
1 Ñ L2
for i “ 1, . . . ,m such that:
‚ each ρ1i extends ρi,
‚ the homomorphisms ρ11 and ρ
2
1 are inclusions,
‚ for each pi, j, k, lq P P , we have
ρ2i ˝ ρ
1
j “ ρ
2
k ˝ ρ
1
l
(note that this condition implies that each ρ2i extends ρ
1
i),
‚ we have:
L1 “ ρ11pLq . . . ρ
1
mpLq, L
2 “ ρ21pL
1q . . . ρ2mpL
1q.
(2) We denote the G-kernel as in the item p1q by pL,L1, L2, ρ1, ρ2q.
(3) There is an obvious notion of a prolongation of G-kernels as in Definition
2.4(3), i.e. a G-kernel pL˚, L
1
˚, L
2
˚, ρ
1
˚, ρ
2
˚q is a prolongation of a G-kernel
pL,L1, L2, ρ1, ρ2q if and only if, we have L˚ “ L
1, L1˚ “ L
2 and ρ1˚ “ ρ
2.
Remark 2.22. As before, a G-field extension pK, ρq Ď pL, ρ1q gives the G-kernel
pL,L, L, ρ1, ρ1q which is “the best one”, and it is its own prolongation. The difference
here is that there is no guarantee that a G-kernel has a prolongation which is a
G-field extension. This seems to be the main reason for the (non-)existence of a
model companion of the theory of G-fields for some groups G.
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Assume now for a moment that we just take one relation from P , i.e. assume
that pK,σ, τ, ε, δq is a difference field such that τσ “ εδ. We want to encode the
word equality τσ “ εδ in a first-order way.
Let us set ρ :“ p1, σ, τ, ε, δq and we assume V,W,W 1 are K-irreducible varieties
such that
W Ď V ˆ σV ˆ τV ˆ εV ˆ δV “ ρV,
W 1 ĎW ˆ σW ˆ τW ˆ εW ˆ δW “ ρW,
and all the projections are dominant. We have the appropriate field homomor-
phisms
σ1, τ 1, ε1, δ1 : KpV q Ñ KpW q, σ2, τ2, ε2, δ2 : KpW q Ñ KpW 1q
defined as in Lemma 2.8.
Since εδV “ τσV , we have the corresponding “non-trivial diagonal”:
∆τσεδ Ď
ρρV.
We need a version of Lemma 2.9 which deals with the word problem for the group
G. The following result is a “Word Problem counterpart” of Lemma 2.9.
Proposition 2.23 (Lemma on Word Problem). The following conditions are equiv-
alent:
(1) τ2 ˝ σ1 “ ε2 ˝ δ1,
(2) W 1 Ď ∆τσεδ .
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram:
KpV q
σV
((P
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
σ1
  ❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
pτσqV
++❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
KpσV q
τσV
//
piWσV

KpτσV q
pi
τW
τσV

KpW q
τW //
τ2 ((◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
KpτW q
piW
1
τW

KpW 1q,
as well as the corresponding diagram for pε, δq playing the role of pτ, σq. Since
pτσqV “ pεδqV and both these maps are bijections, we get that the equality
τ2 ˝ σ1 “ ε2 ˝ δ1
is equivalent to the commutativity of the following diagram:
W 1
piW
1
τW //
piW
1
εW

τW
pi
τW
τσV

εW
pi
εW
εδV // εδV “ τσV.
The commutativity of the last diagram is equivalent to the condition W 1 Ď ∆τσεδ ,
similarly, as in Lemma 2.9. 
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The above result gives a relatively easy criterion to check whether a prolongation
of pV,W q to pW,W 1q gives a right procedure potentially yielding a G-field. We prove
below the counterpart of Lemma 2.8 in this context. First, we introduce a notation
generalizing the one from Remark 2.14:
ρV :“ ρ1V ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ρmV,
ρρV :“ ρ1pρV q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ρmpρV q,
ρ¨ρV :“ ρρV X tall possible diagonalsu.
The last intersection means that to obtain ρ¨ρV from ρρV , we identify ρipρjV q with
ρkpρlV q for all pi, j, k, lq P P .
Corollary 2.24. Suppose that we have
W Ď ρV, W 1 Ď ρW X ρ¨ρV
and all the projections W Ñ ρiV,W 1 Ñ ρiW are dominant. Then there is a G-
kernel of the form
pKpV q,KpW q,KpW 1q, ρ1, ρ2q.
Moreover, there is a K-generic point a P V pKpV qq such that ρ1paq is a K-generic
point of W .
Proof. The maps ρ1i, ρ
2
i are obtained in the same was as in the proof of Lemma 2.8.
Proposition 2.23 guarantees that for each pi, j, k, lq P P , we have
ρ2i ˝ ρ
1
j “ ρ
2
k ˝ ρ
1
l.
The moreover part follows again as in the proof of Lemma 2.8. 
If we try now to generalize the observations made in Remark 2.18, we see that
we need to find a good notion of a G-pair for which the “G-prolongation Lemma”
(an analogue of Lemma 2.13) would hold as well as an analogue of Lemma 2.11. We
comment here more on the general shape of the possible definition of a G-pair. A
G-pair should be a pair of varieties pV,W q (over a field K with a G-field structure)
such that:
(1) W Ď ρV ,
(2) all the projections W Ñ ρiV are dominant,
(3) the pair pV,W q satisfies a right “G-iterativity condition”.
Note that the conditions p1q and p2q are exactly the same as in the case of Fn-
pairs (see the item p2q below Remark 2.18). The most difficult task is to find
the proper “G-iterativity condition” (taking care of the Word Problem for pG, ρq),
which appears in the condition p3q, and to show that if pV,W q is a G-pair, then
pW,W 1q is a G-pair as well. We formalize these observations below.
Theorem 2.25. Suppose we have the notion of a G-pair as above and assume that
we can show the following.
(1) G-Prolongation Lemma
If pV,W q is a G-pair, then pW, ρW X ρ¨ρV q is a G-pair.
(2) Analogue of Lemma 2.11
Suppose that `
Kpaq,Kpρ1paqq,Kpρ2pρ1paqqq
˘
is a G-kernel. Then`
locusKpaq, locusKpρ
1paqq
˘
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is a G-pair.
Then, the model companion of the theory of G-fields (the theory G´ TCF) exists
and we have the following.
Axioms for G´ TCF
For any G-pair pV,W q, there is x P V pKq such that ρpxq PW pKq.
Proof. This proof basically repeats the proof of Theorem 2.17 in the more general
context of G-fields.
pñq Since pK, ρq is existentially closed, it is enough to find a G-extension pK, ρq Ď
pL, rρq and a P V pLq such that rρpaq P W pLq. Let W 1 :“ ρW X ρ¨ρV . By the
G-Prolongation Lemma, pW,W 1q is a G-pair. In particular, the assumptions of
Corollary 2.24 are satisfied. By Corollary 2.24,
pKpV q,KpW q,KpW 1q, ρ1, ρ2q
is a G-kernel, and there is a K-generic point a P V pKpV qq such that for each
ρ1paq is a K-generic point of W . By repeated usage of the G-Prolongation Lemma
(similarly as in the proof of Prop. 2.15), this G-kernel has a prolongation pL, rρq
which is a G-extension. Hence a P V pLq and rρpaq PW pLq.
pðq Suppose now that pK, ρq |ù G ´ TCF. Let ϕpxq be a quantifier-free formula
over K. As in the proof of Theorem 2.17, we can assume that:
ϕpxq : F1px, σpxqq “ 0^ . . .^ Fmpx, σpxqq “ 0,
where F1, . . . , Fm P KrX,X
1s for some m P N.
Assume that there is a G-extension pK, ρq Ď pL, ρ1q such that
pL, ρ1q |ù Dx ϕpxq.
Let a be a tuple in L satisfying ϕpxq. Then`
Kpaq,Kpa, ρ1paqq, ρ1pρ1paqqq
˘
is a finitely generated G-kernel. Let
V :“ plocusKpaqq , W :“ locusK
`
ρ1paq
˘
.
By Analogue of Lemma 2.11, pV,W q is a G-pair. By Axioms for G´TCF, there is
x P V pKq such that ρpxq PW pKq which means that pK, ρq |ù Dx ϕpxq. 
Remark 2.26. Since the theory pZˆZq´TCF does not exists, then obviously the
above procedure does not work for the case of G “ Z ˆ Z. A practical obstacle is
the following: for any possible notion of a pZˆZq-pair, if pV,W q is a pZˆZq-pair
andW 1 is defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.25, then some projectionW 1 Ñ ρiW
will not be dominant.
In the next section, we will find a good notion of a G-pair and prove the corre-
sponding G-prolongation lemma as well as an analogue of Lemma 2.11 for finitely
generated, virtually free groups.
3. Virtually free groups
In this section, we show that the theory G´ TCF exists for a finitely generated,
virtually free group G. To deal with the finite group case, we reformulate the results
proven in [13]. Then we use the Bass-Serre theory to pass from the case of finite
groups to the case of virtually free groups. Since some virtually free groups have
an explicit description as semi-direct products of a free group and a finite group,
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we also give explicit axioms in such cases (Section 3.5), where we do not use the
Bass-Serre theory.
3.1. Finite groups. We analyze here, using the terminology of this paper, the
results from [13]. Let G0 “ tg1, . . . , geu be a finite group,
ρ :“ g :“ pg1, . . . , geq,
and pK, gq be a G0-field. We fix a pair of varieties pV,W q such that W Ď
gV and
W projects generically on each giV . For each i “ 1, . . . , e, we get the permutation
λi : G0 Ñ G0 induced by the left multiplication by gi and the corresponding
algebraic morphisms:
λiV :
gV Ñ gigV ; λV : gV Ñ ggV, λV :“ pλ1V , . . . , λ
e
V q.
We also define (as in Theorem 2.25):
W 1 :“ gW X g¨gV.
Lemma 3.1. The following are equivalent.
(1) The pair pV,W q satisfies the “G-iterativity condition” as in p♣gq from [13,
Remark 2.7(2)], which says that for each i ď e, we have
λiV pW q “
giW.
(2) λV pW q Ď gW .
(3) λV pW q “W 1.
(4) W 1 projects generically on each giW .
Moreover, if the above equivalent conditions for pV,W q are satisfied, then they are
satisfied for pW,W 1q as well.
Proof. We observe first that since g¨gV “ λV pgV q, we obtain the following:
(˚) gW X g¨gV “ λV pW q X g¨gV.
The equivalence between p1q and p2q is clear from the definitions.
For the equivalence between p2q and p3q, it is enough to use the equality p˚q
above.
To see that p3q implies p4q and that p4q implies p1q, it is enough to notice that
for each i “ 1, . . . , e we have
impW 1 Ñ giW q “ λiV pW q X
giW.
For the moreover part, one needs to notice that if the pV,W q satisfies the equiv-
alent conditions p1q–p4q, then
λiW
`
λV pW q
˘
“ gi
`
λV pW q
˘
,
for each i ď e. 
Remark 3.2. (1) The equivalent conditions from Lemma 3.1 give us the miss-
ing G0-iterativity condition (which was discussed before Theorem 2.25).
Hence, we have now the definition of a G0-pair.
(2) The moreover part of Lemma 3.1 is exactly the G0-prolongation lemma.
(3) As explained in [13, Remark 2.7(3)], to obtain an axiomatization of the
theory G0 ´ TCF, one needs to consider only the varieties of the form
V “ An.
Now, we only need a counterpart of Lemma 2.11 (below).
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose that pL,L1, L2, g1, g2q is a G0-kernel. For a P L
m, let
V :“ locusKpaq, W :“ locusKpg
1paqq.
Then pV,W q is a G0-pair.
Proof. Clearly, we have W Ď ρV . Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 2.11, one
can show that all the projections W Ñ giV are dominant. Therefore, we need to
check only the G0-iterativity condition from the definition of a G0-pair. For each
i “ 1, . . . , n; we have (using an obvious analogue of Lemma 2.10):
giW “ locusK
`
g2i
`
g11paq
˘
, . . . , g2i
`
g1epaq
˘˘
“ locusK
`
λiV
`
g11paq, . . . , g
1
epaq
˘˘
“ λiV pW q.
Hence pV,W q is a G0-pair. 
Using Theorem 2.25, we see that the below axioms describe the theory G0´TCF
(a model companion of the theory of fields with G0-actions).
Axioms for G0 ´ TCF
The structure pK, g1, . . . , geq is a G0-field such that for each G0-pair pV,W q, there
is x P V pKq such that pg1pxq, . . . , gepxqq PW pKq.
3.2. Amalgamated products. Let us assume that G “ B˚AC, B “ tb1, . . . , bmu,
C “ tc1, . . . , clu and A “ tb1, . . . , bku, where b1 “ c1, . . . , bk “ ck. We define our
sequence of generators of G in the obvious way:
ρ :“ pb1, . . . , bm, ck`1, . . . , clq.
Let us fix a G-field pK, ρq and varieties V,W such that W Ď ρV . We denote by
WB be the (Zariski closure of the) projection of W on
pb1,...,bmqV , and by WC the
(Zariski closure of the) projection of W on pc1,...,clqV .
Definition 3.4. We say that pV,W q is a pB ˚A Cq-pair, if:
‚ pV,WBq is a B-pair;
‚ pV,WCq is a C-pair.
Remark 3.5. If pV,W q is a pB ˚A Cq-pair, then all the projections W Ñ
ρiV are
automatically dominant.
Example 3.6. It may be convenient to have in mind the simplest case where:
G “ C2 ˚ C2 “ xσy ˚ xτy, ρ :“ p1, σ, τq, ρρ “
»
– 1 σ τσ 1 στ
τ τσ 1
fi
fl .
For W Ď V ˆ σV ˆ τV , let Wσ be the projection of W on V ˆ
σV , and Wτ be the
projection of W on V ˆ τV . Then pV,W q is a pC2 ˚C2q-pair, if pV,Wσq is a C2-pair
and pV,Wτ q is a C2-pair.
We define as usual:
W 1 :“ ρW X ρ¨ρV.
Proposition 3.7 (pB ˚A Cq-Prolongation Lemma). If pV,W q is a pB ˚A Cq-pair,
then pW,W 1q is a pB ˚A Cq-pair as well.
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Proof. For any b P B, let
λbV :WB Ñ
bWB
be the coordinate permutation map, which is defined as in the beginning of Section
3.1. We have the following:
W 1B “
b1W ˆWB
b2W ˆWB ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆWB
bmW,
where for each b P B, the dominant morphism αb :
bW Ñ WB is defined as the
following composition:
bW
bppiWWB q // bWB
pλbV q
´1
// WB.
For any b P B, we also have
bW 1B “
bb1W ˆλb
V
pWBq
bb2W ˆλb
V
pWBq ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆλbV pWBq
bbmW,
where each dominant morphism bbiW Ñ λbV pWBq is defined as
bαbi .
By Fact 2.12, the dominance condition from the definition of aB-pair for pW,W 1Bq
holds. For any b P B, we also obtain
λbW pW
1
Bq “
bW 1B,
so the iterativity condition from the definition of a B-pair (appearing in Lemma
3.1(1)) for pW,W 1Bq holds as well. Similarly, pW,W
1
Cq is a C-pair, hence pW,W
1q is
a pB ˚A Cq-pair. 
Remark 3.8. Since the definition of a pB ˚A Cq-pair (Definition 3.4) was rather
easy and general, one could wonder whether it is possible to:
(1) take groups B,C such that we have “good” notions of B-pairs and C-
pairs (i.e. both the B-Prolongation Lemma and the C-Prolongation Lemma
hold);
(2) define the notion of a pB ˚ Cq-pair exactly as in Definition 3.4;
(3) prove the pB ˚ Cq-Prolongation Lemma.
One can definitely succeed with the items p1q and p2q above, e.g. by taking as B
and C any finitely generated virtually free groups (after proving the main result of
this paper, i.e. Theorem 3.26). However, there would be the following issues then.
‚ The class of finitely generated virtually free groups is closed under taking
free products, so (even after succeeding with the item p3q above) we would
not get anything new, i.e. we would not get any improvement of Theorem
3.26. And because of Conjecture 5.9, we also do not see any way for a
possible disproving of the item p3q. Actually, Conjecture 5.9 (a posteriori)
implies that the item p3q holds.
‚ Showing the item p3q may be difficult in general (i.e. for an arbitrary
“good” notions of B-pairs and C-pairs), since in the proof of Prop. 3.7,
we used some particular properties of the notion of a G-pair for a finite
group G. More specifically, the notion of a G-pair with respect to a finite
G “behaves nicely” with respect to fiber products, which was used in the
proof of Prop. 3.7. One could probably describe axiomatically all the “nice
behaviour” needed, but we do not think it would be very fruitful, because
of the previous item above.
Finally, we consider the most general case we need here, that is we assume that
we have a finite tree of finite groups pBp´q, T q. It means the following:
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‚ T is a tree with vertices 1, . . . , t and edges of the form pi, jq, where i ‰ j
and i, j P t1, . . . , tu;
‚ for each vertex i of T , there is a finite group Bi;
‚ for each edge pi, jq of T , there is a group Aij , which is a subgroup of both
the groups Bi and Bj .
Then we define
G :“ pi1pBp´q, T q,
i.e. G is the appropriate amalgamated free product, as described in [8, Example
I.3.5(vi)]. We define the sequence ρ as the concatenation of B1, . . . , Bt amalgamated
along the subsets Aij .
Example 3.9. If T is the tree with two vertices 1, 2 and one edge p1, 2q, then we
get
pi1pBp´q, T q “ B1 ˚A12 B2,
as at the beginning of this subsection.
For each vertex i in T , let ρi be the subsequence of ρ corresponding to Bi. We
assume that pK, ρq is a G-field and pV,W q are varieties such that W Ď ρV . Then
for each vertex i in T , let Wi be the (Zariski closure of the) projection of W on
ρiV .
Definition 3.10. We say that pV,W q is a pi1pBp´q, T q-pair, if for each vertex i in
T , pV,Wiq is a Bi-pair.
The proof of the next result is basically the same as the proof of Prop. 3.7, and
the definition of the variety W 1 is the same as well.
Proposition 3.11 (pi1pBp´q, T q-Prolongation Lemma). If pV,W q is a pi1pBp´q, T q-
pair, then pW,W 1q is a pi1pBp´q, T q-pair as well.
Proof. For each vertex i in T , we need to check that pW,W 1i q is a Bi-pair. It can
be proved in exactly the same way as it is shown in the proof of Prop. 3.7 that
pW,W 1Bq is a B-pair. 
We postpone stating the conclusion about the theoryG´ TCF given by Theorem
2.25 till we consider the general case in Section 3.4.
3.3. HNN-extensions. We start from a special case which will serve our intuitions
in a similar way as Example 3.6 did in Section 3.2. Let C2 ˆ C2 “ t1, σ, τ, γu and
consider the following HNN-extension:
α : t1, σu – t1, τu, G :“ pC2 ˆ C2q ˚α .
Then the crucial relation defining G is σt “ tτ . We take:
ρ :“ p1, σ, τ, γ, t, tσ, tτ, tγq,
ρρ “
»
——————————–
1 σ τ γ t tσ tτ tγ
σ 1 γ τ tτ tγ t tσ
τ γ 1 σ τt τtσ τtτ τtγ
γ τ σ 1 τtτ τtγ τt τtσ
t tσ tτ tγ t2 t2σ t2τ t2γ
tσ t tγ tτ t2τ t2γ t2 t2σ
tτ tγ t tσ tτt tτtσ tτtτ tτtγ
tγ tτ tσ t tτtτ tτtγ tτt tτtσ
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.
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We check below some easy calculations related to the entries of the matrix above:
σptτq “ tττ “ t, γptσq “ τσtσ “ τtτσ “ τtγ.
ForW Ď ρV and a subsequence ρ1 Ď ρ, we define the following coordinate projection
and the corresponding image of W :
piρ1 :
ρV Ñ ρ
1
V, Wρ1 :“ piρ1 pW q.
We fix the following sequences:
ρ0 :“ p1, σ, τ, γq, tρ0 :“ pt, tσ, tτt, tγq,
and we define below our crucial notion in this special case.
Definition 3.12. pV,W q is a pC2 ˆ C2q˚α-pair, if:
(1) tWρ0 “Wtρ0 .
(2) pV,Wρ0 q is a pC2 ˆ C2q-pair;
Remark 3.13. The item p1q means that pWρ0 ,W q is a Z-pair. The items p1q and
p2q imply that all the projections W Ñ ρiV are dominant, since for i P ρ0 the
dominance follows from the item p2q and for i P tρ0 it follows from the item p1q.
To prove the G-Prolongation Lemma in this context, the following observation
is useful:
σpρV q “ λpρqV,
where
λ :“ p12qp34qp57qp68q P S8
is the appropriate permutation, which is applied to the 8-tuple ρ in the obvious
way. We also consider λ as the following permutation isomorphism λV (defined
using the λiV -maps from Section 3.1 for G0 “ C2 ˆ C2):
λV :“ λ
σ
V ˆ
t pλτV q :
ρV “ ρ0V ˆ tρ0V Ñ σρ0V ˆ tτρ0V “ σρV.
Suppose pV,W q is a G-pair andW 1 :“ ρW Xρ¨ρV . To have a convenient description
of W 1ρ0 , we define:
rλV :“ pidV , λV q : ρV Ñ ρV ˆ σρV.
Analyzing the above matrix of ρρ, it is easy to see that:
W 1ρ0 “
rλV pW q ˆpρ0Vˆρ0V q rλτV pτW q,
where the morphismsrλV pW q Ñ ρ0V ˆ ρ0V, rλτV pτW q Ñ ρ0V ˆ ρ0V,
which we need to define the fiber product above, come from the usual projection
map composed with appropriate coordinate permutations. From this description
of W 1ρ0 , the G-Prolongation Lemma follows, as we will see soon in the general case
of an HNN-extension of a finite group.
Let us consider now the general situation, where G0 “ tg1 “ 1, . . . , geu is finite
and α : AÑ B is an isomorphism of subgroups of G0. Let
G :“ G0˚α, ρ :“ pg1, . . . , ge, tg1, . . . , tgeq, ρ0 :“ pg1, . . . , geq.
For each σ P A, we have the following equality in G:
σt “ tαpσq.
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Let us fix a G-field pK, ρq and a pair of varieties pV,W q such that W Ď ρV . For
any g P G0, let
λ
g
V :
ρ0V Ñ gρ0V
be the obvious permutation map (appearing in Section 3.1), where ρ0 is the subse-
quence of ρ corresponding to G0. For any σ P A, we also define (similarly as in the
case of G “ pC2 ˆ C2q˚α)
rλσV : ρV Ñ σρV, rλσV :“ λσV ˆ t ´λαpσqV ¯ .
We aim to find a good notion of a G-pair using the above choice of the sequence
of generators ρ. We define the coordinate projections similarly as in the case of
G “ pC2 ˆ C2q˚α.
Definition 3.14. pV,W q is a G-pair, if:
(1) tWρ0 “Wtρ0 ;
(2) pV,Wρ0 q is a G0-pair;
Remark 3.15. Similarly as in Remark 3.13, the conditions p1q and p2q imply that
all the projections W Ñ ρiV are dominant.
Example 3.16. We check some special cases of HNN-extensions.
(1) We have
t1u˚t1u – Z, ρ “ p1, tq
and the axioms for t1u ˚t1u ´TCF coincide with the classical axioms for
ACFA.
(2) We have
G˚t1u – G ˚Z, ρ “ pg1, . . . , ge, tg1, . . . , tgeq.
The choice of ρ here is “less economical” than the choice from Section 3.2,
where we had ρ “ pg1, . . . , ge, tq. Hence the axioms for G ˚t1u ´TCF have
a slightly different form than the equivalent axioms for pG˚Zq´TCF from
Section 3.2.
(3) We have
G˚idG – GˆZ, ρ “ pg1, . . . , ge, tg1, . . . , tgeq
and the axioms forG˚idG´TCF are implied by the axioms for pGˆZq´TCF
from Section 3.5. (Obviously, since both the theories have the same models,
both sets of axioms are equivalent.)
We recall that we have fixed a G-field pK, ρq and a pair of varieties pV,W q such
that W Ď ρV . We also define as usual:
W 1 :“ ρW X ρ¨ρV.
Proposition 3.17 (G-Prolongation Lemma for HNN-extensions). If pV,W q is a
G-pair, then pW,W 1q is a G-pair.
Proof. We start from a convenient description of the projections W 1ρ0 ,W
1
tρ0
. Let
A “ t1 “ σ1, σ2, . . . , σmu. We define first:
rλV :“ ´idV , rλσ2V , . . . , rλσmV ¯ : ρV Ñ A pρV q “ ρV ˆ σ2ρV ˆ . . .ˆ σmρV.
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Let t1, τ2, . . . , τku be a set of representatives of the cosets in G0{A. The correspond-
ing matrix ρρ here has a similar shape as the one in the case of G “ pC2 ˆ C2q˚α
(considered in the beginning of this subsection), and we get similar conclusions:
W 1ρ0 “
rλV pW q ˆpρ0Vˆρ0V q rλτ2V pτ2W q ˆpρ0Vˆρ0V q . . .ˆpρ0Vˆρ0V q rλτkV pτkW q,
W 1tρ0 “
rλtV ptW qˆptρ0Vˆtρ0V qrλtτ2V ptτ2W qˆptρ0Vˆtρ0V q. . .ˆptρ0Vˆtρ0V qrλtτkV ptτkW q,
where (as in the case of G “ pC2 ˆ C2q˚α discussed above) the morphismsrλV pW q Ñ ρ0V ˆ ρ0V, rλτiV pτiW q Ñ ρ0V ˆ ρ0V
come from the projection map composed with appropriate coordinate permutations.
Hence, we immediately get that
tW 1ρ0 “W
1
tρ0
,
so the condition p1q from the definition of a G-pair holds.
For the condition p2q, we take g P G0 and calculate:
g
`
W 1ρ0
˘
“ g
´rλV pW q ˆpρ0Vˆρ0V q rλτ2V pτ2W q ˆpρ0Vˆρ0V q . . .ˆpρ0Vˆρ0V q rλτkV pτkW q¯
“ rλgV pgW q ˆpgρ0Vˆgρ0V q rλgτ2V pgτ2W q ˆpgρ0Vˆgρ0V q . . .ˆpgρ0Vˆgρ0V q rλgτkV pgτkW q
“ λgW
´rλV pW q ˆpρ0Vˆρ0V q rλτ2V pτ2W q ˆpρ0Vˆρ0V q . . .ˆpρ0Vˆρ0V q rλτkV pτkW q¯
“ λgW
`
W 1ρ0
˘
,
which is what we wanted. 
Again, we postpone stating the conclusions about the theory G´ TCF till Sec-
tion 3.4.
3.4. General case. To cover the general case of an arbitrary (finitely generated)
virtually free group, we will use the Bass-Serre theory concerning groups acting by
automorphisms on trees. We will not explain the notion of the fundamental group
of a graph of groups appearing in Theorem 3.18, since it is immediately clarified in
Theorem 3.19 using the notions which have been introduced already.
Theorem 3.18 (p. 104, Corollary IV.1.9 in [8]). A group is virtually free if and
only if, it is the fundamental group of a finite graph of finite groups.
Theorem 3.19 (p. 14, Example I.3.5(vi) in [8]). The fundamental group of a graph
of groups can be obtained by successively performing:
‚ one free product with amalgamation for each edge in the maximal subtree;
‚ and then one HNN extension for each edge not in the maximal subtree.
Let G be a finitely generated, virtually free group. By Theorem 3.18, G may be
represented as the fundamental group of a finite graph of finite groups, i.e.
G “ pi1pGp´q, Y q.
By Theorem 3.19, there is a maximal subtree T of Y such that G comes from a
sequence of HNN-extensions of pi1pGp´q, T q and we know that pi1pGp´q, T q is the
amalgamated free product along the tree T as in Section 3.2. Let V Y denote the
set of vertices of Y , EY the set of edges of Y and we set E :“ EY zET . Then each
HNN-extension, which we need to obtain the group G from the group pi1pGp´q, T q,
comes from an edge e P E.
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For any i P V Y , let Gi denote the corresponding vertex groups and for any e P E
let
αe : Aιe – Aτe
be the corresponding edge group isomorphism, where ιe (resp. τe) is the initial
(resp. terminal) vertex of the edge e, Aιe ď Gιe and Aτe ď Gτe.
Let ρT be the appropriate amalgamated union of the underlying sets of the vertex
groups of T (so also of Y ) as in Section 3.2. For any e P E, we introduce a new
variable te. We define below our fixed sequence of generators of G:
ρ :“ ρT Y
ď
ePE
teρT .
Note that (using the definition of the fundamental group of a graph of groups)
Assumption 2.20 is satisfied for the marked group pG, ρq.
For any i P V Y , let ρi denote the subsequence of ρT corresponding toGi. Assume
now we have a G-field pK, ρq. We take a pair of varieties pV,W q such thatW Ď ρV .
For any i P V Y, e P E, we denote by Wi the (Zariski closure of the) projection of
W to ρiV , and by We,i the (Zariski closure of the) projection of W to
teρiV . For
any subsequence ρ1 Ď ρ, we sometimes also denote by Wρ1 the (Zariski closure of
the) projection of W to ρ
1
V .
To find the right definition of a G-pair in this general context, we consider below
one relatively easy example which does not fit into the classes of groups considered
in Sections 3.2, 3.3.
Example 3.20. We define the graph Y in the following way:
V Y “ t1, 2u, EY “ te1, eu, ιe1 “ 1, τe1 “ 2, ιe “ 1, τe “ 2.
So, Y consists of two vertices and two edges between these vertices (going into the
same direction). Let T be a maximal tree with the edge e1, so E “ teu. We put
the structure of a graph of groups on Y as follows:
G1 “ C4 “ t1, α, β, γu, G2 “ C4 “ t1, α
1, β1, γ1u, Ae1 “ t1u, Ae “ C2,
and the isomorphism αe, corresponding to the edge e, maps β to β
1. Hence we
have:
pi1pGp´q, Y q “ pC4 ˚ C4q ˚αe ,
where the crucial relation is βt “ tβ1 (to ease the notation, we write t for te in this
example). We obtain the following sequences:
ρT “ p1, α, β, γ, α
1, β1, γ1q, ρ “ p1, α, β, γ, α1, β1, γ1, t, tα, tβ, tγ, tα1, tβ1, tγ1q.
We need to calculate the matrix ρρ which will serve as just one, and relatively
small, block of the potentially huge matrix ρρ, we need to deal with in the general
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case of a virtually free group G.»
——————————————————————–
p1, α, β, γq pα1, β1, γ1q t tpα, β, γq tpα1, β1, γ1q
pα, β, γ, 1q αpα1, β1, γ1q αt αtpα, β, γq αtpα1, β1, γ1q
pβ, γ, 1, αq βpα1, β1, γ1q tβ1 tβ1pα, β, γq tpγ1, 1, α1q
pγ, 1, α, βq γpα1, β1, γ1q αtβ1 αtβ1pα, β, γq αtpγ1, 1, α1q
α1p1, α, β, γq pβ1, γ1, 1q α1t α1tpα, β, γq α1tpα1, β1, γ1q
β1p1, α, β, γq pγ1, 1, α1q β1t β1tpα, β, γq β1tpα1, β1, γ1q
γ1p1, α, β, γq p1, α1, β1q γ1t γ1tpα, β, γq γ1tpα1, β1, γ1q
tp1, α, β, γq tpα1, β1, γ1q t2 t2pα, β, γq t2pα1, β1, γ1q
tpα, β, γ, 1q tαpα1, β1, γ1q tαt tαtpα, β, γq tαtpα1, β1, γ1q
tpβ, γ, 1, αq tβpα1, β1, γ1q t2β1 t2β1pα, β, γq t2pγ1, 1, α1q
tpγ, 1, α, βq tγpα1, β1, γ1q tαtβ1 tαtβ1pα, β, γq tαtpγ1, 1, α1q
tα1p1, α, β, γq tpβ1, γ1, 1q tα1t tα1tpα, β, γq tα1tpα1, β1, γ1q
tβ1p1, α, β, γq tpγ1, 1, α1q tβ1t tβ1tpα, β, γq tβ1tpα1, β1, γ1q
tγ1p1, α, β, γq tp1, α1, β1q tγ1t tγ1tpα, β, γq tγ1tpα1, β1, γ1q
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
The definition of a pC4 ˚ C4q˚αe-pair below combines Definitions 3.4, 3.12.
Definition 3.21. pV,W q is a pC4 ˚ C4q˚αe-pair, if:
(1) tWρT “WtρT ;
(2) pV,WρT q is a pC4 ˚ C4q-pair (in the sense of Definition 3.4);
Using the intuitions coming from Example 3.20 and Definition 3.21, we give the
general definition below.
Definition 3.22. We say that pV,W q is a G-pair, if:
(1) for all e P E and i P V Y , we have
teWi “We,i.
(2) pV,WρT q is a pi1pGp´q, T q-pair (in the sense of Definition 3.10);
Remark 3.23. Note that again (as in Remark 3.13), the conditions p1q and p2q
imply that all the projections W Ñ ρiV are dominant.
As usual, for any pair of varieties pV,W q such that W Ď ρV , we define
W 1 :“ ρW X ρ¨ρV.
Proposition 3.24 (G-Prolongation Lemma for virtually free G). If G is a finitely
generated, virtually free group and pV,W q is a G-pair, then pW,W 1q is a G-pair.
Proof. The proof of the condition p1q goes in the same way as in the proof of Prop.
3.17. We give few details below. For each i P V Y , we have:
W 1i “
rλV pW q ˆpρiVˆρiV q rλτ2V pτ2W q ˆpρiVˆρiV q . . .ˆpρiVˆρiV q rλτkV pτkW q,
where t1, τ2, . . . , τku are representatives of the cosets in Gi{Ai and the natural maprλV is defined using appropriate coordinate permutations as as in the proof of Prop.
3.17. Using a similar description for the variety W 1i,e, we show the condition p1q as
in the proof of Prop. 3.17.
The proof of the condition p2q goes in the same way as the proof of Prop. 3.11
(or rather Prop. 3.7), and we leave the details to the reader. 
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Proposition 3.25. If pKpaq,Kpρ1paqq,Kpρ2pρ1paqqqq is a G-kernel (as in Defini-
tion 2.21), then `
locusKpaq, locusKpρ
1paqq
˘
is a G-pair.
Proof. This can be proved as Lemma 3.3 using an obvious analogue of Lemma
2.10. 
Prop. 3.24 and Prop. 3.25 give us the assumptions from Theorem 2.25, hence
Theorem 2.25 provides the main result of this paper.
Theorem 3.26. If G is a finitely generated virtually free group, then the theory
G´ TCF exists. Moreover, the axioms of G´ TCF are as in Theorem 2.25.
3.5. Semi-direct products. In this section, we present explicit (i.e. obtained
without a usage of the Bass-Serre theory) axioms for the theory G´ TCF where G
is of the form G “ Fn ¸ G0 for some types of actions of a finite group G0 on the
free group Fn.
We start from explicit axioms for the theory pFn ˆG0q ´ TCF. We present:
Fn ˆG0 “ x1, σ1, . . . , σny ˆ tg1 “ 1, . . . , geu “ xσ¯y ˆ xg¯y,
and for the sequence of generators we take the following:
ρ :“ σ¯g¯ “ pg1 “ 1, σ1, . . . , σn; g2, σ1g2, . . . , σng2; . . . ; ge, σ1ge, . . . , σngeq.
Then the crucial product matrix ρρ has the shape of the Kronecker product (or the
tensor product) of matrices σ¯σ¯ and g¯g¯.
ρρ “
»
———————————————–
1 σ1 . . . σn . . . . . . ge σ1ge . . . σnge
σ1 σ
2
1 . . . σ1σn . . . . . . σ1ge σ
2
1ge . . . σ1σnge
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
σn σnσ1 . . . σ
2
n . . . . . . σnge σnσ1ge . . . σ
2
nge
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
ge σ1ge . . . σnge . . . . . . g
2
e σ1g
2
e . . . σng
2
e
σ1ge σ
2
1ge . . . σ1σnge . . . . . . σ1g
2
e σ
2
1g
2
e . . . σ1σng
2
e
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
σnge σnσ1ge . . . σ
2
nge . . . . . . σng
2
e σnσ1g
2
e . . . σ
2
ng
2
e
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.
Clearly, the Word Problem for the marked group pG, ρq is of the right form (i.e. it
satisfies Assumption 2.20):
σjgi “ giσj , gigj “ gk.
For W Ď ρV , we need to find the appropriate iterativity conditions. They will
come from both the Fn-iterativity conditions and the G0-iterativity conditions. We
define first the projection maps:
piσ¯ :
ρV Ñ σ¯V, pig¯ :
ρV Ñ g¯V.
We define now the auxiliary varieties (everything up to Zariski closure):
Wσ¯ :“ piσ¯pW q, Wg¯ :“ pig¯pW q.
We say that pV,W q is a G-pair, if:
(1) W projects dominantly on V ;
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(2) pWg¯ ,W q is an Fn-pair;
(3) pWσ¯ ,W q is a G0-pair.
Remark 3.27. (1) If Fn is trivial, then we get the known axioms of G0´TCF,
and if G0 is trivial we get the known axioms of ACFAn.
(2) If G “ ZˆG0, then we are in the situation from Example 3.16(3).
After showing the appropriate prolongation lemma and defining the theory pFn ˆ
G0q ´ TCF as in Theorem 2.25, we obtain the following.
Theorem 3.28. The theory pFnˆG0q´TCF axiomatizes the class of existentially
closed pFn ˆG0q-fields.
We illustrate the semi-direct product case using the following example:
D8 “ Z¸ C2 “ xρσy ¸ xρτ y :“ xσ
´1, 1, σy ¸ x1, τy,
ρ “ ρσρτ “ pσ
´1, 1, σ, σ´1τ, τ, στq,
ρρ “
»
——————–
σ´2 σ´1 1 σ´2τ σ´1τ τ
σ´1 1 σ σ´1τ τ στ
1 σ σ2 τ στ σ2τ
τ σ´1τ σ´2τ 1 σ´1 σ´2
στ τ σ´1τ σ 1 σ´1
σ2τ στ τ σ2 σ 1
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffifl
“
„
ρσρσ ρσρσ ¨ τ
ρσρσ ¨ τ ρσρσ

,
where the matrix ρσρσ is obtained from the matrix ρσρσ by interchanging the first
column with the third column. Hence the above matrix can be though of as a
“twisted Kronecker product”.
Assume that W Ď ρV . We define again the appropriate projection maps:
piσ “ pi
V
σ :
ρV Ñ ρσV, piτ “ pi
V
τ :
ρV Ñ ρτV,
and the auxiliary varieties (everything up to Zariski closure):
Wσ :“ piσpW q, Wτ :“ piτ pW q.
Before defining the notion of a D8-pair, we notice the following:
ρV “ σ
´1
V ˆ V ˆ σV ˆ σ
´1τV ˆ τV ˆ στV
“ σ
´1
V ˆ V ˆ σV ˆ τσV ˆ τV ˆ τσ
´1
V
“ tw46 p
ρσV ˆ τ pρσV qq ,
where the map tw46 exchanges the fourth coordinate with the sixth coordinate. In
particular, we get
tw46pW q Ď
ρσV ˆ τ pρσV q.
We say that pV,W q is a D8-pair, if (the notion of a pZ, ρσq-pair below should be
easy to guess):
(1) W projects dominantly on V ;
(2) pWσ , tw
4
6pW qq is a C2-pair;
(3) pWτ ,W q is a pZ, ρσq-pair.
We discuss now the general case of a semi-direct product. Let us fix a free basis
tx1, . . . , xnu of Fn. By a theorem of Nielsen [27], the group AutpFnq is generated
by automorphisms belonging to the following three basic types (we merge the first
“classical” two types into one type):
(1) induced by a permutation of tx1, . . . , xnu;
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(2) induced by a map xi ÞÑ x
´1
i ;
(3) induced by a map xi ÞÑ xixj for i ‰ j.
We can treat the actions coming from the type p2q in a similar way as in the case
of the group D8. We can also deal with the case of the type p1q automorphisms of
Fn using row permutations on the top of (already visible in the case of D8) column
permutations. However, it is not clear what to do with the type p3q actions. A test
case is the group G “ F2 ¸ C3, where the corresponding automorphism of F2 of
order 3 is given by:
x1 ÞÑ x
´1
1 x2, x2 ÞÑ x
´1
1 .
For any possible choice of a sequence of generators ρ, the matrix ρρ is not going
to be a “twisted Kronecker product” anymore, so in this case we have only the
procedure coming from the Basse-Serre theory as explained in Section 3.4.
4. Model-theoretic properties
In this section, we describe the model-theoretic properties of the theories ob-
tained in Theorem 3.26. In short, all the new theories do not fit nicely into the
(neo-)stability hierarchy, i.e. they are not NTP2 (Theorem 4.7).
We recall the necessary notions from the theory of profinite groups. For a field
L, we denote by GalpLq the absolute Galois group of L. For a discrete group G,
we denote by pG its profinite completion and by pGppq its p-profinite completion (see
[9, Remark 17.4.7]). For a profinite group H , we denote by rH Ñ H the universal
Frattini cover of H (see [9, Prop. 22.6.1]). The notation A ďc B means that A is
a closed subgroup of B. A profinite group H is small, if for any n ą 0, there are
finitely many open subgroups of H of index n (so, a field K is bounded if and only
if GalpKq is small).
4.1. General properties. Let us fix a marked group pG, ρq, where the fixed se-
quence of generators ρ is finite. In this subsection, we recall results from [32] and
[11], which apply in our case. Assume that pK, ρq is an existentially closed G-field.
Theorem 4.1 (Sjo¨gren [32]). (1) By [32, Theorem 3], the field K is PAC.
(2) By [32, Theorem 6], we have the following isomorphism:
GalpKq – kerp
rpGÑ pGq.
If we assume that the theory G´ TCF exists, then the appropriate results from
[11] give:
‚ a description of the algebraic closure in models of G´ TCF;
‚ an “almost quantifier elimination” for G´ TCF (similarly, as in the case
of ACFA);
‚ a description of the completions of G´ TCF;
‚ the geometric elimination of imaginaries for G´ TCF.
We separately quote one more result from [11] which is of particular importance
for us.
Theorem 4.2 (Corollary 4.29 in [11]). If pK, ρq |ù G´ TCF, then ThpKq is simple
if and if the theory G´ TCF is simple.
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4.2. Simplicity and beyond. The following lemma will be crucial.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose B is a profinite group and A ďc B. If the profinite group
KB :“ kerpβ : rB Ñ Bq is small, then KA :“ kerpα : rAÑ Aq is small as well.
Proof. By [9, Remark 16.10.3(d)], it is enough to show that there is a continuous
epimorphism KB Ñ KA. Consider the following commutative diagram:
KA

kerpβ1q

“ //pi
1
oo KB
rA
α

rBA //pioo
β1
ww♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
rB
β

A // B,
where rBA :“ β´1pAq, the epimorphism pi is given by the universal property ofrAÑ A (since the profinite group rBA is projective), β1 is a restriction of β, pi1 is a
restriction of pi, and the unmarked arrows are inclusions. Since the map pi is onto,
the map pi1 is the continuous epimorphisms which we wanted to show. 
We recall that the rank of a profinite group H is the minimal number of its
topological generators.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose H is a pro-p-group of rank m and let pi : xFmppq Ñ H be a
continuous epimorphism. Then pi is the universal Frattini cover.
Proof. By [9, Corollary 22.7.8], the universal Frattini cover of H is of the form α :xFmppq Ñ H . Hence we get an epimorphism γ : xFmppq Ñ xFmppq such that α˝γ “ pi.
Since xFmppq is Hopfian (see [28, Prop. 2.5.2]), the map γ is an isomorphism, so pi
is the universal Frattini cover as well. 
The next result must be a folklore, but we could not find a direct reference for
it, so we provide a proof.
Lemma 4.5. There is a closed subgroup of xFn which is isomorphic to xFnppq.
Proof. Since xFnppq is the largest quotient of xFn which is a pro-p-group (see e.g.
Example 3 on page 7 of [31]), there is a continuous epimorphism pi : xFn Ñ xFnppq. By
[9, Prop. 22.7.6], the profinite group xFnppq is projective, hence pi has a continuous
section s : xFnppq Ñ xFn which is a group homomorphism. Since s is continuous
and xFnppq is compact Hausdorff, then spxFnppqq is a closed subgroup of xFn which is
isomorphic to xFnppq. 
We prove below our main result about the kernels of Frattini covers. The proof
uses some ideas from Section 8 of [32].
Theorem 4.6. Suppose G is an infinite, finitely generated and virtually free group,
which is not free. Then the profinite group
kerp
rpGÑ pGq
is not small.
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Proof. Let us fix a free normal subgroup Fn ŸG of finite index. By [34], G is not
torsion-free. Hence, there is a prime p such that Cp ă G. Clearly, the intersection
Fn X Cp is trivial, hence Fn ¸ Cp is a finite index subgroup of G. Then {Fn ¸ Cp
is a finite index closed subgroup of pG, so by Lemma 4.3, we may assume that
G “ Fn ¸ Cp. Let tx1, . . . , xnu be a set of free generators of Fn, and H be a
subgroup of G generated by the orbit Cp ¨ x1. Since
pH ¸ Cp ďc pG,
we can assume (using Lemma 4.3) that
G “ H ¸ Cp – Fk ¸ Cp,
for some k ą 0. Then G is generated by two elements (x1 and a generator of Cp),
so we have the following exact sequence:
1Ñ Fω Ñ F2 Ñ Fk ¸ Cp Ñ 1.
The kernel is of the right form, by the well-known result saying that if F is a finitely
generated free group and N is a nontrivial normal subgroup of infinite index, then
N is not finitely generated (see e.g. Exercise 7 in [10, Section 1.B]).
The map F2 Ñ Fk ¸ Cp splits over Fk, let β be the splitting map and we set:
F :“ βpFkq ă F2.
For any normal subgroup N ă Fω such that rFω : N s is a finite power of p, we have
that rF2 : NF s is a finite power of p and NF XFω “ F . Hence, the pro-p topology
of F2 induces on Fω its full pro-p topology, and by [28, Prop. 3.2.5, Lemma 3.2.6],
the p-profinite completion is an exact functor in this case. Therefore, we get the
following exact sequence:
1Ñ xFωppq Ñ xF2ppq Ñ xFkppq ¸ Cp Ñ 1.
By Lemma 4.5, the profinite groupxFkppq¸Cp can be considered as a closed subgroup
of the profinite group {Fk ¸ Cp “ xFk ¸ Cp.
Hence, using Lemma 4.3, we just need to notice that the map
xF2ppq Ñ xFkppq ¸ Cp
is the universal Frattini cover (since the kernel of this map is the profinite groupxFωppq which is clearly not small), and this follows from Lemma 4.4. 
Theorem 4.7. Assume that G is a finitely generated, virtually free group. Then
the theory G´ TCF is simple if and only if, G is free or G is finite. Moreover, if
G´ TCF is not simple, then it is not NTP2.
Proof. We already know that if G is free or finite, then the theory G´ TCF is
simple. Assume that G is infinite, finitely generated, virtually free and not free.
Let pK, ρq |ù G´TCF. By Theorem 4.1(1), the field K is PAC. By Theorem 4.1(2)
and Theorem 4.6, the field K is not bounded. It is enough now to use a result of
Chatzidakis (see Section 3.5 in [3]) saying that if a PAC field K is not bounded,
then the theory ThpKq is not NTP2. 
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If the marked group pG, ρq is finitely generated, pK, ρq is an existentially closed
G-field and C is its field of constants, then (using results from [32]) C is PAC and
the profinite group GalpCq is finitely generated (being the Frattini cover of the
profinite completion of G). Therefore, GalpCq is small and ThpCq is simple. If we
combine this observation with Remark 4.7, the conclusion goes quite against our
intuition from the ACFA case, where ThpKq was stable (being algebraically closed)
and C was “the only source of instability”. In our case, after replacing stability
with simplicity, the opposite happens: ThpKq is not simple and ThpCq is simple.
As it was recently communicated to us by Nick Ramsey, it is likely that for a
finitely generated and virtually free group G the theory G´ TCF is NSOP1. If it
is the case, then we can use the results of Chatzidakis from [2] about the relations
between ThpKq and ThpSGalpKqq, where for a profinite group H , SH is a certain
ω-sorted structure which is functorially obtained from H .
Remark 4.8. The formalism of G-fields includes some cases of pairs or triples
(etc.) of fields, which we explain here. Let
G “ C2 ˚ C2 “ xσy ˚ xτy – D8.
The structure pK,σ, τq is inter-definable with the structure pK,Cσ, Cτ q, where
Cσ, Cτ are the corresponding constant fields. Hence this structure can be under-
stood either as a triple of fields pK,Cσ, Cτ q or perhaps as an amalgamation of the
fields Cσ and Cτ (inside the field K which is both definable in the field Cσ and in
the field Cτ ).
This observation can be generalized to groups of the formB1˚¨ ¨ ¨˚Bk for finite Bi,
and even (with a more complicated amalgamation notion) to the groups considered
in Section 3.2.
5. Going further
In this section, we discuss possible generalizations of our main result (Theorem
3.26). Such generalizations can go into two directions:
(1) finding necessary conditions about G for the existence of G´ TCF;
(2) dropping the assumption that G is finitely generated.
In Section 5.1, we give a new example of a group G such that G´ TCF does not
exist. In Section 5.2, we state and discuss our conjecture about the item p1q and in
Section 5.3, we discuss the case of arbitrary (i.e. not necessarily finitely generated)
groups.
5.1. The case of G “ Z¸Z. It is known (see [18]) that the theory pZˆZq´TCF
does not exist. D. Hoffmann and the second author asked in [13, Question 5.4(3)]
whether it is true that G´TCF exists if and only if ZˆZ does not embed into G.
Let us consider the group G “ Z¸ Z, where even numbers act trivially on Z and
odd numbers act by the multiplication by ´1. We have the following presentation:
Z¸Z “ xσ, τ | τσ “ σ´1τy.
In this subsection, we will prove the following.
Theorem 5.1. For any action of the group Z on itself by automorphisms, the
theory pZ¸Zq ´ TCF does not exist.
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Since there are only two actions of Z on Z by automorphisms (the trivial one
and the one described above), in the course of proving Theorem 5.1 we may assume
that G “ Z¸Z, where the action is described above. We follow (to some extend)
Hrushovski’s proof of the non-existence of pZ ˆ Zq ´ TCF as presented in [18].
There are several twists in the argument regarding the action of τ comparing with
the case of G “ ZˆZ, we comment on them in Remark 5.6.
The equality τσ “ σ´1τ implies the following commutation rules:
σnτ “ τσ´n, σ´nτ “ τσn, στ2n “ τ2nσ, στ2n`1 “ τ2n`1σ´1.
Let ζ be a primitive third root of unity, which is fixed in this subsection.
We extract below the very conclusion of the argument from [18]. This conclusion
works both for the case of G “ ZˆZ and for the case of G “ Z¸Z.
Lemma 5.2. There is no pZ ¸ Zq-field pK,σ, τq containing ζ such that for some
b P K and for some odd n P N we have:
(1) σpζq “ τpζq “ ζ2;
(2) σnpbq “ ζib for some i P t0, 1, 2u;
(3) τpbq “ ζσpbq.
Proof. As at the end of the proof of [18, Theorem 3.2], we have (using the items
p2q and p3q):
σnpτpbqq “ σnpζσpbqq
“ σnpζqσpσnpbqq
“ σnpζqσpζibq
“ σnpζqσpζiqσpbq.
Using the items p1q and p2q, we get:
b “ σ´npζiqσ´npbq
“ σ´npζqiσ´npbq
“
`
ζ2
˘i
σ´npbq
“
`
ζi
˘´1
σ´npbq.
Therefore, we have σ´npbq “ ζib, and using the item p3q we get:
σnpτpbqq “ τpσ´npbqq
“ τpζibq
“ σpζiqζσpbq.
We obtain that σnpζq “ ζ, which gives a contradiction (as in the proof of [18,
Theorem 3.2]), since σjpζq “ ζ if and only if j is even, and n is odd. 
We prove now the counterpart of [18, Lemma 3.1] for the semi-direct product
case.
Lemma 5.3. Assume that pF, σ, τq is an existentially closed pZ ¸ Zq-field. Then
for any n ą 2, there is c P F such that
τpcq “ ´c, c` σpcq ` . . .` σn´1pcq “ 0,
and for all k ă n we have:
c` σpcq ` . . .` σk´1pcq ‰ 0.
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Proof. Let x0, . . . , xn´2 be algebraically independent over F , and we set
xn´1 :“ ´px0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn´2q.
Then we have:
‚ x0, . . . , xn´2 are algebraically independent over F ;
‚ x1, . . . , xn´1 are algebraically independent over F ;
‚ F px0, . . . , xn´2q “ F px1, . . . , xn´1q.
Hence, we can expand σ to an automorphism σ1 of L :“ F px0, . . . , xn´2q so that
σ1pxiq “ xi`1
for i P t0, . . . , n´ 2u. In particular we get (it will be useful later):
σ1´1 pxn´1q “ ´
`
σ1´1px0q ` σ
1´1px1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` σ
1´1pxn´2q
˘
,
xn´2 “ ´
`
σ1´1px0q ` x0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xn´3
˘
,
σ1´1px0q “ xn´1,
σ1pxn´1q “ x0.
We also have:
‚ ´x0,´xn´1,´xn´2, . . . ,´x2 are algebraically independent over F ;
‚ F px0, . . . , xn´2q “ F p´x0,´xn´1,´xn´2, . . . ,´x2q.
Hence, we can extend τ to an automorphism τ 1 of F in such a way that:
τ 1px0q “ ´x0, τ
1px1q “ ´xn´1, τ
1px2q “ ´xn´2, . . . , τ
1pxn´2q “ ´x2.
We will see that pL, σ1, τ 1q is a pZ¸Zq-extension of pF, σ, τq. Since pL, σ1, τ 1q satisfies
our conclusion for c :“ x0 and pF, σ, τq is existentially closed, we will be then done.
We check below (on the generators x0, . . . , xn´2) that σ
1τ 1 “ τ 1σ1´1.
For i “ 0, we compute:
τ 1
`
σ1´1px0q
˘
“ τ 1pxn´1q
“ ´
`
τ 1px0q ` τ
1px1q ` τ
1px2q ` . . .` τ
1pxn´2q
˘
“ ´p´x0 ´ xn´1 ´ xn´2 ´ . . .´ x2q
“ xn´1 ` x0 ` x2 ` x3 ` . . .` xn´2
“ ´x1
“ σ1p´x0q
“ σ1pτ 1px0qq.
For i “ 1, we compute:
σ1
`
τ 1px1q
˘
“ ´σ1 pxn´1q
“ ´x0
“ τ 1px0q
“ τ 1
`
σ1´1px1q
˘
.
And finally, for i “ 2, . . . , n´ 2, we compute:
σ1pτ 1pxiqq “ σ
1p´xn´iq
“ ´xn´i`1
“ τ 1pxi´1q
“ τ 1
`
σ1´1pxiq
˘
. 
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Below is the counterpart of [18, Claim 3.2.1].
Lemma 5.4. Let pK,σ, τq be an existentially closed pZ¸Zq-field such that ζ P K
and σpζq “ τpζq “ ζ2. Then for any c P K the following holds:
IF for all k ą 0 we have
τpcq “ ´c, c` σpcq ` . . .` σkpcq ‰ 0,
THEN there are a, b P K such that
σpaq “ a` c, b3 “ a, τpbq “ ζσpbq.
Proof. Let x be a transcendental element overK. We extend σ, τ to automorphisms
σ1, τ 1 of Kpxq such that
σ1pxq “ τ 1pxq “ x` c.
Then we have σ1´1pxq “ x´ σ´1pcq, and we compute:
σ1
`
τ 1pxq
˘
“ σ1 px` cq
“ x` c` σpcq
“ x` c´ σp´cq
“ x` c´ σ pτpcqq
“ τ 1pxq ´ τ
`
σ´1pcq
˘
“ τ 1
`
x´ σ´1pcq
˘
“ τ 1
`
σ1´1pxq
˘
.
Therefore pKpxq, σ1, τ 1q is a pZ¸Zq-field.
After setting c0 :“ 0 and x0 :“ x, for any n ą 0 we have:
xn :“ σ
1npxq “ x` c` σ1pcq ` . . .` σ1pn´1qpcq “: x` cn,
x´n :“ σ
1´npxq “ x´ σ1´1pcq ´ . . .´ σ1´npcq “: x` c´n.
It is easy to see (using the assumption about c) that for any i, j P Z, if i ‰ j, then
we have ci ‰ cj . We also have:
τ 1px0q “ x1, τ
1 px´1q “ x2, τ
1px´2q “ x3, τ
1px´3q “ x4, . . . ;
τ 1px1q “ x0, τ
1px2q “ x´1, τ
1px3q “ x´2, τ
1px4q “ x´3, . . . .
For each n P Z, we choose yn P Kpxq
alg such that y3n “ xn. Since pciqiPZ are
pairwise different, using basic Galois theory we obtain that for each j P Z, we have
yj R Kpxq pyi | i P Zztjuq .
Let L :“ Kpxqpyi | i P Zq. Using basic Galois theory again, we see that we
have enough freedom to extend σ1, τ 1 to automorphisms of L in the way which is
explained below. We extend σ1 to L by setting σ1pyiq :“ yi`1 for each i P Z, and
we extend τ 1 in the following way:
τ 1py0q “ ζy1, τ
1py´1q “ ζ
2y2, τ
1py´2q “ ζy3, τ
1py´3q “ ζ
2y4, . . . ;
τ 1py1q “ ζ
2y0, τ
1py2q “ ζy´1, τ
1py3q “ ζ
2y´2, τ
1py4q “ ζy´3, . . . .
Then the difference field pL, σ1, τ 1q satisfies our conclusion (for a :“ x, b :“ y0), if
we check that σ1τ 1 “ τ 1σ1´1 on L. It is enough to check it on the elements yi for
i P Z. We do it below for i “ 0, 1,´1, 2:
σ1
`
τ 1py0q
˘
“ σ1pζy1q “ ζ
2y2 “ τ
1py´1q “ τ
1
`
σ1´1py0q
˘
,
σ1
`
τ 1py1q
˘
“ σ1pζ2y0q “ ζy1 “ τ
1py0q “ τ
1
`
σ1´1py1q
˘
,
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σ1
`
τ 1py´1q
˘
“ σ1pζ2y2q “ ζy3 “ τ
1py´2q “ τ
1
`
σ1´1py´1q
˘
,
σ1
`
τ 1py2q
˘
“ σ1pζy´1q “ ζ
2y0 “ τ
1py1q “ τ
1
`
σ1´1py2q
˘
.
Since pK,σ, τq is an existentially closed pZ¸Zq-field, it satisfies our conclusion as
well. 
The main conclusion is stated (in a rather compact way) below.
Theorem 5.5. There are no ℵ0-saturated, existentially closed pZ ¸Zq-fields con-
taining ζ and such that σpζq “ τpζq “ ζ2.
Proof. Suppose not, and let pK,σ, τq be an existentially closed pZ¸Zq-field, which
is ℵ0-saturated and such that σpζq “ τpζq “ ζ
2. By saturation and Lemma 5.4,
there is n0 ą 0 such that for any c P K, if for all k ă n0 we have
τpcq “ ´c, c` σpcq ` . . .` σkpcq ‰ 0,
then there are a, b P K such that
σpaq “ a` c, b3 “ a, τpbq “ ζσpbq.
By Lemma 5.3, there is c P K such that for some odd n ą n0 we have
(˚) c` σpcq ` . . .` σn´1pcq “ 0,
and for all k ă n (so also for all k ă n0), we have:
τpcq “ ´c, c` σpcq ` . . .` σkpcq ‰ 0.
Hence, there are a, b P K such that
(˚˚) σpaq “ a` c, b3 “ a, τpbq “ ζσpbq.
Using p˚˚q and p˚q, we get:
σnpaq “ a` c` σpcq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` σn´1pcq “ a.
Since b3 “ a, we get pσnpbqq3 “ σnpaq “ a, so σnpbq is a third root of a. Since b is
a third root of a as well, there is i P t0, 1, 2u such that σnpbq “ ζib.
Hence we are in the situation from Lemma 5.2, so we get a contradiction. 
Remark 5.6. As we have pointed out, the proof of Theorem 5.5 follows the lines of
the proof from [18]. The only technical difference is that the condition “σpcq “ τpcq”
from [18] is replaced here by the condition “τpcq “ ´c”. This change made some
computations slightly more involved.
Corollary 5.7. The theory pZ¸Zq ´ TCF does not exist.
Proof. Let F “ Qpζq and σ, τ P AutpF q be such that σpζq “ βpζq “ ζ2. Since
σ “ σ´1 and στ “ τσ, the difference field pF, σ, τq is a pZ¸Zq-field. Then pF, σ, τq
has an existentially closed pZ¸Zq-extension pK,σ1, τ 1q. If the theory pZ¸Zq´TCF
exists, then we can take pK,σ1, τ 1q to be ℵ0-saturated, which contradicts Theorem
5.5. 
Remark 5.8. We can easily extend the results of this subsection to the case of
groups G which are of the following form:
G – pZ¸Zq ¸H.
We just need to notice that we can always expand the actions of Z ¸ Z on the
rings of polynomials to G, by setting hpxiq “ xi for each h P H . More precisely,
first we put a G-ring structure on QrXs by applying the splitting epimorphism
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GÑ Z¸Z and whichever construction for Z¸Z we performed above. Then, using
the following ring isomorphism:
F rXs – QrXs bQ F,
we put on F rXs the tensor product G-ring structure and extend it to F pXq.
5.2. Necessity. As mentioned in Introduction, virtually free groups have many
equivalent characterizations coming from different branches of mathematics (see
e.g. Introduction in [1]). We conjecture below that there is one more coming from
model theory.
Conjecture 5.9. Suppose that G is a finitely generated group. Then the theory
G´ TCF exists if and only if G is virtually free.
It is not clear to us how to attack Conjecture 5.9. To see the possible prob-
lems, we point out that one would have to deal with complicated groups as infinite
Burnside groups, which are finitely generated and not virtually free (they are even
torsion of bounded exponent).
On the positive side, we can confirm Conjecture 5.9 for commutative groups.
Theorem 5.10. Suppose that G is a finitely generated commutative group. Then
the theory G´ TCF exists if and only if the group G is virtually free.
Proof. By Theorem 3.26, we get the right-to-left implication. For the other impli-
cation, assume that G is not virtually free. By the structure theorem for finitely
generated commutative groups, the group Z ˆ Z is a direct summand of G. By
Remark 5.8, the theory G´ TCF does not exist. 
In the course of proving Theorem 3.26, we have shown that if G is finitely gen-
erated and virtually free, then any (finitely generated) G-kernel has a prolongation
which is a G-extension. It would be interesting to know whether this is actually
an algebraic description of the existence of the model companion, so we ask the
following.
Question 5.11. Does the theory G´TCF exist if and only if any (finitely gener-
ated) G-kernel has a prolongation which is a G-extension?
It is possible that the arguments from Section 5.1 can be used to show that some
pZ¸Zq-kernels do not have prolongations which are (Z¸Z)-field extensions.
5.3. Arbitrary groups. To consider the case of arbitrary groups, one needs to put
the (additive) group Q (since Q´TCF “ QACFA exists, see [23]) and virtually free
groups into a common context. However, it is easy to see that each virtually free
group is also locally virtually free (i.e. each finitely generated subgroup is virtually
free), and Q is locally virtually free (even locally cyclic, which was crucial in [23])
as well. Hence we can generalize Conjecture 5.9 the following.
Conjecture 5.12. Let G be a group. Then the theory G´ TCF exists if and only
if G is locally virtually free.
The first, and hopefully relatively easy, step towards proving Conjecture 5.12
would be trying to extend the methods from [23] to the case of an arbitrary locally
virtually free group. Namely, we have:
Q – limÝÑn
1
n
Z,
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and the axioms of Q´TCF from [23] can be understood as some kind of “limit” of
the axioms of p 1
n
Zq ´TCF(=ACFA). Similarly, for any locally virtually free group
G, we have
G – limÝÑn
Gn,
where each Gn is virtually free, and one can hope to obtain the axioms of G´ TCF
as some kind of limit of the axioms of Gn ´ TCF (given by Theorem 3.26).
There is an interesting parallel between the paragraph above and the axioma-
tization of existentially closed fields with iterative Hasse-Schmidt derivations (in
the case of positive characteristic). For the necessary background, the reader is
advised to consult e.g. [12]. Let Ga be the additive group over a field of positive
characteristic p, Garns be the kernel (considered as a finite group scheme) of the
algebraic group morphism FrnGa and
pGa be the formal group scheme which is the
formalization of Ga. Then we have:pGa – limÝÑnGarns,
the algebraic actions of pGa correspond to iterative Hasse-Schmidt derivations and
the algebraic actions of Garns correspond to n-truncated iterative Hasse-Schmidt
derivations. Then indeed, the theory of existentially closed fields with iterative
Hasse-Schmidt derivations can be considered as the limit of the theories of existen-
tially closed fields with n-truncated iterative Hasse-Schmidt derivations (see [21]
and, in a more general context, [12]).
The common context between G-fields and fields with iterative Hasse-Schmidt
derivations (i.e. also differential fields) would be fields with algebraic actions of
a fixed formal group scheme. A general theory of such actions is considered in
e.g. [25], [26] and [16]. However, we would rather not state any conjecture for the
existence of a model companion in such a general case.
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